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 player I don't know I started with Windows but I wanna use linux nope, they are... it's just a matter of how you prefer to handle
the problem ;) yeah I just need help setting up my mouses it's weird I've tried to go through the documentation so, what's the

problem? I can't get my mouse to work it only works if I plug it into the usb port so you can move the cursor on the screen and
move the mouse from the screen to your other hand but not both at the same time? right I've tried on several OS's and it's always

the same regardless of what OS it is I have 5 external usb ports and they all work fine I don't think we can help you to solve
that... this channel is just for general help for ubuntu (or derivative versions) I've tried setting it up on two different laptops and
on both it works fine but it doesn't on my desktop I think you are on the right track... do you have a generic mouse, or a specific

one, with a specific brand? I have a generic mouse no specific brand it's a mouses built into my computer it's a ancient
comperable mouse there was no brand on it you should be able to tell that it works in other OS's it works fine it works fine with
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my laptop it's only my desktop that is having issues with my laptop it works fine can't help you on that, but the problem is the
same, you need to look for help in the channel specific to your computer, so maybe 82157476af
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